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Abstract. The huge growth of e-shopping has brought convenience to customers,
increased revenue to merchants and financial entities and evolved to possess a rich
set of functionalities and requirements (e.g., regulatory ones). However, enhancing customer privacy remains to be a challenging problem; while it is easy to
create a simple system with privacy, this typically causes loss of functions.
In this work, we look into current e-shopping infrastructures and aim at enhancing
customer privacy while retaining important features and requiring the system to
maintain the topology and transaction flow of established e-shopping systems
that are currently operational. Thus, we apply what we call the “utility, privacy,
and then utility again” paradigm: we start from the state of the art of e-shopping
(utility); then we add privacy enhancing mechanisms, reducing its functionality
in order to tighten privacy to the fullest (privacy); and finally, we incorporate tools
which add back lost features, carefully relaxing privacy this time (utility again).
We also implemented and tested our design, verifying its reasonable added costs.
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Introduction

Privacy vs. utility: the case of group signatures. The evolution of privacy primitives
in various specific domains often centers around the notion of balancing privacy needs
and utility requirements. Consider the notion of “digital signature” [22,39] whose initial
realization as a public key infrastructure [37] mandated that a key owner be certified
with its identity and its public verification key: a certification authority (CA) signs a
record (called certificate) identifying the user and its signature public verification key.
Later on, it was suggested that CA’s sign anonymous certificates which only identify
the keys (for example, a bulk of keys from a group of users is sent to the CA via a mixnet and the CA signs and publish the certificates on a bulletin board: only the owner of
a key can sign anonymously with its certified key. Alternatively the CA blindly signs
certificates). This brings digital signing to the domain of anonymous yet certified action
(i.e., the action/ message is known to originate from the group that was certified).

However, it was noted quite early that under the mask of anonymity users can abuse
their power and sign undesired messages, where no one can find the abuser. Therefore,
primitives like group signature [14] or traceable signature [29] were designed, assuring
that the anonymity property of a signed message usually stays, but there are authorities
which can unmask abusers, or unmask certain message signatures in order to keep
balance between anonymity of well behaving signers while protecting the community
against unacceptable message signing practices.
Privacy by design for systems in production? While privacy by design principles
mandate that privacy enhancing mechanisms be taken into account already at the design
stage of any system, for well established processes and infrastructures this is not possible. Moreover, trying to re-engineer an existing system from scratch, now including
privacy tools by design, must nevertheless be constrained at every step by maintaining
the same main processes and information flows. Otherwise, there exists a too high risk
of rejection due to the unacceptable chain-effect changes its adoption would imply.
Utility, privacy, and then utility again. The above development on group signatures
shows that even in one of the simplest case of anonymity vs. basic message authenticity, there is already certain advantage in providing partial anonymity to perform in a
desirable environment which balances various needs. Additionally, the described case
of privacy by design for already deployed systems calls out for variants of this methodology. Extrapolating from the above staged methodology that gave us the primitives of
group signature and traceable signature, we follow a methodology that can be viewed
as “utility, privacy, and then utility again”: First translating a primitive to an idealized
anonymous primitive, but then identifying lost utility which complete anonymity prevents: and, in turn, relaxing privacy for additional utility.
Application to e-shopping. We put forward our approach for this methodology through
to the involved case of the real world (compound) process of e-shopping, where we find
numerous trade-offs which we unveil and discuss (based on utility needed in various
steps of the system). We begin by modelling the e-shopping ecosystem, identifying
its entities, main processes and added-value mechanisms; then, we implement a fully
anonymous system that keeping the entities and main processes, at the cost of losing the
added-value parts; finally, we recover them by giving end-users the option to act fully
anonymously or pseudonymously. Importantly, our methodology allows us to maintain
the main processes of current e-shopping systems, making it easier to come up with a
proposal compatible with the existing complex e-commerce ecosystem.
Note that we have not aimed solely at a theoretical exercise. We demonstrate feasibility of our approach by an exemplifying implementation which demonstrates that
we keep a large portion of the utility of the original systems (without anonymity) for
a reasonable added performance cost (with anonymity). The achieved practicality of
a priacy-respectful system in a real-world context is of relevance, specially considering the latest regulations towards privacy, such as the European GDPR (General Data
Protection Regulation6 ) and PSD2 (Payment Services Directive7 .)
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1.1

Related Work

The most prolific related area are anonymous payments, e-cash [13] being its main representative, which has seen a huge boost since Bitcoin [34]. While Bitcoin itself does
not provide robust privacy, more advanced proposals address this [32,5,24,12]8 . Still,
they address only the payment process, and are typically not concerned with additional
functionality, except [24], which adds support for regulatory concerns. Some traditional
e-cash proposals also incorporate utility to some extent, mainly through tracing (after
the payment has been done) [11,18,35] or some kind of spending limitation [35,41].
Privacy respectful payment systems out of the e-cash domain also exist, such as [28],
built on mix networks to prevent linking customers and merchants, and [43], which
uses discounts based on the (always pseudonymous) users’ history. Private purchase
systems have been constructed preventing merchants from learning what digital goods
customers buy [38], but are not suitable for physical goods; [42] works by interleaving proxies that remove identifiable information about customers. Some works focus
specifically on privacy respectful user profiling [44,36,17], mostly for affinity programs,
although some approaches are also applicable to fraud prevention [17]. Anonymous delivery systems of physical goods have also been proposed [42,3], covering a crucial
phase that has received much less attention. Finally, solutions related to the completion phase (feedback, complaints, etc.) have been basically ignored, although this phase
have been shown to allow de-anonymization attacks [33]. Underlying most of these proposals are, often, cryptographic primitives such as oblivious transfer [2] or anonymous
credentials [9,15], which are of natural interest in this domain as core building blocks.
The above proposals focus on the two steps of the methodology above (i.e., the
“utility, privacy” stages), with a few limited exceptions [35,41,17,24], thus restricting
the extended utility recovered by our last stage of “utility again.” Moreover, none covers
all the e-shopping core processes, reducing the privacy of the composed overall system
to that of the weakest link [20]. Some proposals introduce extensive changes into the
infrastructure and processes [28] or require modifications that conflict with regulations
or practical concerns, like requiring the outsourcing of information that would probably
be proprietary in many scenarios [44,17]. Therefore, at present, the utility-privacy tradeoff is leaning towards utility in the industry and towards full privacy in the literature.

1.2

Organization

After some preliminaries in Section 2, we sketch in Section 3 how we apply privacy
to the traditional system. We analyze this system to show its shortcomings and recover
utility in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5. For lack of space, we omit formal security
definitions and proofs and a detailed analysis on the experiments performed with our
prototype. We refer to the full version of this paper for the details [21].
8
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2

Preliminaries

Notation. For an algorithm A, let A(x1 , . . . , xn ; r) denote the output of A on inputs
x1 , . . . xn and random coins r; in addition, y ← A(x1 , . . . , xn ) means choosing r
uniformly at random and setting y ← A(x1 , . . . xn ; r). For a set S, let x ← S denote
choosing x uniformly at random from S. We let hOA , OB i ← P (IC )[A(IA ), B(IB )]
denote a two-party process P between parties A and B, where OA (resp. OB ) is the
output to party A (resp. B), IC is the common input, and IA (resp. IB ) is A’s (resp.
B’s) private input; when party B does not have output, we sometimes write OA ←
P (IC )[A(IA ), B(IB )]. When a single party algorithm P uses a public key pk, we may
write O ← Ppk (I) (although we omit it if it is clear from the context). For readability,
we assume that if any internal step fails, the overall process fails and stops.
Basic cryptographic primitives. We assume readers are familiar with public-key encryption [22,39], digital signature and commitment schemes [8], and zero-knowledge
proofs of knowledge (ZK-PoKs) [26]. Let (EGen, Enc, Dec) denote a public-key encryption scheme, and (SGen, Sign, SVer) denote a digital signature scheme. For readability, we assume that it is possible to extract the signed message from the corresponding signature. We let comm ← Com(m; rm ) denote a commitment to a message m, where the sender uses uniform random coins rm ; the sender can open the
commitment by sending (m, rm ) to the receiver. We use π ← ProveZKL (x; w) and
VerifyZKL (x, π) to refer to creating non-interactive proof π showing that the statement x is in language L (which we sometimes omit if obvious from the context) with
the witness w, and to verifying the statement x based on the proof π.
Group signatures. Group signatures [14,10,29,31,30] provide anonymity. A public
key is set up with respect to a group consisting of multiple members. Any member of the
group can create a signature % revealing no more information about the signer than the
fact that a member of the group created %. Group signatures also provide accountability:
the group manager (GM) can open signatures and identify the actual signer.
– (pkG , skG ) ← GS.Setup(1k ) sets up a key pair; GM holds skG .
– hmki , `0 i ← GS.Join(pkG )[M (si ), GM (`, skG )] allows member M with secret
si to join group G, generating the private member key mki and updating the Group
Membership List ` to `0 .
– % ← GS.Signmki (msg) issues a group signature %.
– GS.VerpkG (%, msg) verifies whether % is a valid group signature.
– i ← GS.OpenpkG (skG , %) returns the identity i having issued the signature %.
– π ← GS.Claimmki (%) creates a claim π of the ownership of %.
– GS.ClaimVerpkG (π, %) verifies if π is a valid claim over %.
Traceable signatures. Traceable signatures [29] are essentially group signatures with
additional support of tracing (when we use the previous group signature operations, but
with a traceable signature scheme, we use the prefix TS instead of GS).
– ti ← TS.RevealskG (i). The GM outputs the tracing trapdoor of identity i.
– b ← TS.Trace(ti , %). Given the tracing trapdoor ti , this algorithm checks if % is
issued by the identity i and outputs a boolean value b reflecting the check.

3. Process payment

FN

PS
4. OK

5. OK

DC
7. Ship

C

2. Purchase

6. Ship

M
1. Purchase

Fig. 1: The overall process of a traditional e-shopping.

Partially blind signatures. A blind signature scheme [13] allows a user U to have a
signer S blindly sign the user’s message m. Partially blind signatures [1], besides the
blinded message m, also allow including a common public message in the signature.
– (pkS , skS ) ← PBS.KeyGen(1k ) sets up a key pair.
– (m̃, π) ← PBS.BlindpkS (m, r). Run by a user U , it blinds the message m using a
secret value r. It produces the blinded message m̃ and a correctness proof π of m̃.
– %̃ ← PBS.SignskS (cm, m̃, π). Signer S verifies proof π and issues a partially blind
signature %̃ on (cm, m̃), where cm is the common message.
– % ← PBS.UnblindpkS (%̃, m̃, r). Run by the user U , who verifies %̃ and then uses
the secret value r to produce a final partially blind signature %.
– PBS.VerpkS (%, cm, m) checks if % is valid.

3

System with a High Level of Privacy and Less Functionalities

Following the approach of "utility, privacy, and then utility again", we first overview
the existing e-shopping system (utility) and then add privacy enhancing mechanisms,
relaxing its functionality in order to achieve a high level of privacy (privacy). In the
next section, we add other important features, carefully relaxing privacy (utility again).
The general e-shopping process. Assuming users have already registered in the system, we may consider four phases: purchase, checkout, delivery and completion (see
Fig. 1). The involved parties are customers (C), merchants (M), the payment system
(PS), financial entities processing and executing transactions (that we bundle in our
abstraction as FN) and delivery companies (DC). PS basically connects merchants and
FN, providing advanced services. First, in the purchase phase, C picks the products he
wants to buy from M and any coupons he may be eligible for (task in which PS may
be involved). In the checkout phase, the payment and delivery information specified
by C are routed to PS, probably through M, and processed and executed by FN. During
checkout, M, PS and FN may apply fraud prevention mechanisms and update C’s purchase history. Subsequently, in the delivery phase, and for physical goods, DC delivers
them to C. Finally, in the completion phase, C verifies that everything is correct, maybe
initiating a complaint and/or leaving feedback.
Many aspects in this process enter in conflict with privacy (e.g., coupons, fraud
prevention and physical delivery), but they are necessary to foster industry acceptance.

3.1

Privacy goal

We assume that merchants can act maliciously, but PS, FN and DC are semi-honest.
Informally, we aim at achieving customer privacy satisfying the following properties:
– Hide the identity of a customer and reveal it only if necessary: The identity of a
customer is sometimes sensitive information, and we want to hide it from other
parties as much as possible. In the overall e-shopping process merchants, PS, and
DC don’t really need the identity of the customer in order for the transaction to go
through. However, FN must know the identity to withdraw the actual amount of
money from the customer’s account and to comply with current regulations.
– Hide the payment information and reveal it only if necessary: The information about
the credit card number (or other auxiliary payment information) that a customer
uses during the transaction is quite sensitive and thereby needs to be protected. In
the overall e-shopping process, like the case of the customer identity, observe that
only FN must know this information to complete the financial transaction.
– Hide the product information and reveal it only if necessary: The information about
which product a customer buys can also be sensitive. However, note that PS and FN
don’t really need to know what the customer is buying in order for the transaction
to go through, but the merchants and DC must handle the actual product.
3.2

Approach for privacy-enhancements

In the full version of this paper, we describe in detail the privacy enhanced system.
Below, we highlight our approach towards privacy and sketch the system in Fig. 2.
Controlling the information of customer identity. We use the following privacyenhancing mechanisms to control the information of customer identity.
– Sender anonymous channel from customers: Customers use sender-anonymous channels such as Tor [23] for their communications.
– Customer group signatures on transaction data: The transaction data on the customer side is authenticated by the customer’s group signature. In our context, FN
takes the role of the group manager. Thus, if a merchant M verifies the group signature included by a customer in a transaction, M is confident that the customer has
an account with FN. Moreover, due to the group signatures, the customer’s identity is hidden from other parties based on. However, since FN takes the role of the
group manager, it can identify the customer by opening the signature if required,
but it is otherwise not requested to take any active role with respect to managing
the group or processing group signatures. Note that the group manager must be a
trusted entity concerning the group management tasks, although this trust can be
reduced with threshold techniques like those in [6].
Controlling the payment information. Customers encrypt their payment information
with FN’s public key. Thus, only FN can check if the identity in the payment information
matches the one extracted from the customer’s group signature.

Mj

Ci

FN

PS

encα ← Encpki (α; r)
πα ← ZKProve((α, encα ), (pki , r)) s.t. encα ← Encpki (α; r)
encβ ← EncpkFN (β)
% ← GS.Signmki (encα , πα , encβ )
encα , πα , α, encβ , %
ZKVerify((encα , α), πα )
GS.Ver(%, (encα , πα , encβ ))
encα , πα , α, encβ , %

encα , encβ , %
Ci ← GS.Open(skG , %)
β ← DecskFN (encβ )
Compare Ci and β
Debit Ci and Credit PS

OK
σMj

OK

σMj ← Signsk (encα , πα , encβ , %)
Mj

Fig. 2: The overall process of the system. Here, α and β are the product and purchase information
respectively. α has been obtained previously by Ci , browsing Mj ’s web anonymously.

Controlling the product information. The customer encrypts the information about
the product he wants to purchase using a key-private public key encryption scheme (e.g.,
ElGamal encryption) [4]; he generates a key pair and uses the public key to encrypt the
product information. The key pair can be used repeatedly since the scheme is keyprivate9 , and the public encryption key is never sent to other parties. The main purpose
of doing this is for logging. Once FN logs the transactions, the customer can check the
product information in each transaction by simply decrypting the related ciphertext.
Obviously, the encryption doesn’t reveal any product information to other parties.
Yet, merchants must obtain this data to proceed. To handle it, customers send the product information both in plaintext and ciphertext, and then prove consistency using a ZK
proof. When this step is cleared, only the ciphertext part is transferred to other entities.
Note that this system satisfies all our privacy goals. However, it reduces utility,
as is not compatible with many features required by the industry (or by regulation),
specifically, marketing and fraud prevention tools, or extensions like customer support,
subscriptions or taxation [20].

4

Privacy-enhanced System with Richer Functionality

Next, we add important functionalities, in particular marketing and antifraud mechanisms, to the system described in Section 3, carefully relaxing privacy (utility again).
9

Key-privacy security requires that an eavesdropper in possession of a ciphertext not be able to
tell which specific key, out of a set of known public keys, is the one under which the ciphertext
was created, meaning the receiver is anonymous from the point of view of the adversary.

Adding marketing tools: utility vs privacy. We would like the payment system PS
(or merchants) to use marketing tools (e.g., coupons) so as to incentivize customers to
purchase more products and thereby increase their revenue. For clarity of exposition,
we will consider adding a feature of coupons and discuss the consequential privacy loss;
other marketing features essentially follow the same framework.
When we try to add this feature to the system, PS must at least have access to the
amount of money each customer has spent so far; otherwise, it’s impossible for the
coupons to be issued for more loyal customers. Obviously, revealing this information is
a privacy loss. However, this trade-off between utility and privacy seems to be unavoidable, if the system is to be practically efficient, ruling out the use of fully-homomorphic
encryptions [25] or functional encryptions [7], which are potentially promising but, as
of now, prohibitively expensive to address our problem. The main question is as follows:
– Can we reveal nothing more than the purchase history of encrypted products?
– Can we provide the customers with an option to control the leakage of this history?
In other words, can we give the customers an option to exclude some or all of their
purchase activities from the history?
We address both of the above questions affirmatively. In order to do so, we first
allow each customer to use a pseudonym selectively. That is, the payment system can
aggregate the customer’s purchase history of encrypted products only if the customer
uses his pseudonym when buying a product. If the customer wants to exclude some
purchase activity from this history, he can proceed with the transaction anonymously.
Still, there are a couple of issues to be addressed. First, we would like the system
to work in a single work flow whether a customer chooses to go pseudonymously or
anonymously. More importantly, we want a customer to be able to use coupons even
if he buys a product anonymously. We will show below how we address these issues,
when we introduce the notion of a checkout-credential.
Adding antifraud mechanisms: utility vs privacy. Merchants need to be protected
against fraudulent or risky transactions, e.g. transactions that are likely to end up in
non-payments, or that are probably the result of stolen credit cards and similar cases.
This is typically done by having the PS send a risk estimation value to merchants, who
can also apply their own filters based on the specifics of the transaction (number of
items, price, etc.). At this point, we have an utility-privacy trade-off. In particular, if the
risk estimation is too specific and identifying, it will hinder the system from supporting
anonymous transactions. We believe that this trade-off is inherent, and in this paper, we
treat the specificity of risk estimation to be given as an appropriately-chosen system parameter, depending on the volume of the overall transactions and only mildly degrading
the quality of anonymity in anonymous transactions. The main question we ask is:
Can we relax anonymity of transactions but only to reveal the risk estimation?
As with the marketing tools, we use the checkout-credential for implementing this.
4.1

Our approach

Checkout credentials. We want to allow customers to perform unlinkable (anonymous) purchases, and we also need to provide merchants with the fraud estimation of a
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Fig. 3: System process flow. Here, τ is the checkout-credential and α is the product information.

transaction based on each customer’s previous transactions. This goal is achieved in a
privacy-respectul manner through the checkout-credential retrieval process.
The checkout-credential retrieval process is carried out before the actual checkout,
and it is executed between PS and the customer. The resulting checkout-credential is
the means used by PS to aggregate the available information related to each pseudonym
and provide the marketing and antifraud information for merchants without violating
each customer’s privacy. Fig. 3 shows the augmented information flow of the purchase
and checkout phases in our system. Delivery and completion are not depicted in Fig. 3
since, as we show in the following description, they are quite straightforward and do not
suffer further modifications (with respect to the system in Section 3) besides integrating
them with the new purchase and checkout processes. Specifically, note that while we
have partitioned the main processes in multiple sub-processes, the overall flow is still
the same. That is, purchase → checkout → delivery → completion. Finally, note also
that the parties involved in each process are maintained compared to current systems.
Basically, a checkout-credential is a partially blind signature, requested by a customer and issued by PS, where the common message includes aggregated data related
to fraud and marketing and the blinded message is a commitment to the customer key.
During checkout, a customer proves to merchants in ZK that he knows the committed
key embedded in the checkout credential. Since it was blindly signed, PS and merchants
cannot establish a link beyond what the aggregated common information allows.
At this point, when the customer decides to perform a pseudonymous checkout (in
this case, the pseudonym is also shown during checkout), PS will be able to link the
current checkout to the previous ones and update the customer’s history (updating his
eligibility to promotions and risk estimation). If he chooses an anonymous checkout,
PS will not be able to link this transaction with others.
Protection against fraudulent anonymous transactions. There is an additional issue.
An attacker may execute a large volume of pseudonymous transactions honestly, making its pseudonym have a low risk-estimate value, and then perform a fraudulent anonymous transaction. Note in this case, the checkout-credential will contain low risk estimate and the transaction will likely go through, but problematically, because of unlinkability of this fraudulent transaction, PS cannot reflect this fraud into the pseudonym’s

FNSetup(1k ) :
(pkG , skG ) ← TS.Setup(1k )
(pkFN , skFN ) ← EGen(1k )
PKFN ← (pkFN , pkG )
SKFN ← (skFN , skG )

MSetup(1k ) :
(pkMj , skMj ) ← SGen(1k )
PKMj ← pkMj ; SKMj ← skMj

CSetup(pkG )[Ci (si ), FN(skG , `)] :
hmki , `0 i ← TS.Join(pkG )[Ci (si ), FN(`, skG )]
(pki , ski ) ← EGen(1k )
PSSetup(1k ) :
∗
k
C
(pkPS , skPS ) ← SGen(1 )
i chooses r ← {0, 1}
Ci computes % ← TS.Signmki (r; rPi )
(pkPBS , skPBS ) ← PBS.KeyGen(1k )
Ci sends Pi = (r, %) to FN
PKPS ← (pkPS , pkPBS )
SKCi ← (Pi , mki , rPi , pki , ski )
SKPS ← (skPS , skPBS )

Fig. 4: Full system setup processes.

transaction history. Moreover, taking advantage of this, the attacker can repeatedly perform fraudulent anonymous transactions with low risk estimate. However, in this variant
of our system, we use traceable signatures. Thus, if an anonymous transaction proves
to be fraudulent a posteriori, FN can open the signature and give PS the tracing trapdoor associated with the token (i.e., the traceable signature). Given this trapdoor, PS
can update the risk estimation even for anonymous checkouts.
Note that customers are offered a trade-off. When customers always checkout anonymously, they have no previous record and receive worse promotions and fraud estimates.
When they always checkout pseudonymously, they get better offers and probably better
fraud estimates, in exchange of low privacy. But there are also intermediate options. In
all cases, they can take advantage of any coupons they are eligible for and receive fraud
estimates based on previous pseudonymous purchases.
However, we emphasize that our system is natively compatible with many antifraud
techniques in the industry without needing to resort to tracing and which are also applicable with anonymous checkouts and do not reduce privacy (see [21]).
4.2

System description

In this section, we describe our system. The processes composing each phase are defined next. The flow for purchase and checkout is depicted in Fig. 3.
Setup. FN, PS, and every merchant Mj and customer Ci run their corresponding setup
processes in order to get their keys, according to the processes in Fig. 4. In particular,
FN runs FNSetup to generate traceable signature and encryption keys. PS runs PSSetup
to generate a key pair for partially blind signatures. Mj runs MSetup to generate signing
keys. Ci and FN interact in order to generate key pairs for Ci , running CSetup. Ci contacts FN, creates an account and joins a group G, obtaining a membership key mki using
a secret si . In this case, Ci also sets up a pseudonym Pi , known to FN. The pseudonym
Pi is a traceable signature on a random message created using his membership key mki ;
we let Pi .r denote the random message and Pi .% the traceable signature on Pi .r. During
the process, FN updates its membership database ` into `0 .
Checkout-credential retrieval and purchase. The purchase phase includes the Purchase
and CheckoutCredRetrieval processes. The purpose of this phase is for Ci to obtain

hτ, (>/⊥)i ← CheckoutCredRetrieval(pkG , pkPBS )[Ci (mki , Pi ), PS(skPBS )]:
Ci

PS
Pi

Verify the signature Pi .% on Pi .r.
If verification fails, abort.
Fetch Pi ’s history to estimate rk,pr such that:
rk : account risk for Pi
pr : promotions for Pi
Obtain dl : checkout-credential deadline
(rk, pr, dl)


com ← Com(mki ; rcom )
˜ π) ← PBS.BlindpkPBS (com; s)
(com,
φ = ProveZK(x; w) where
˜ π, Pi , pkG ), w = (mki , rcom , s, rPi ) such that :
x = (com,
˜ π) = PBS.BlindpkPBS (Com(mki ; rcom ); s),
(com,
Pi .% = TS.Signmki (Pi .r; rPi ).
pr0 : customer’s choice from pr
˜ π, φ)
(pr0 , com,

-

%̃

˜ π, Pi , pkG )
VerifyZK(com,
If verification fails, abort.
˜ π)
%̃ ← PBS.SignskPBS ((rk, pr0 , dl), com,


˜ s)
% ← PBS.UnblindpkPBS (%̃, com,
output τ = ((rk, pr0 , dl), com, %))

Fig. 5: The CheckoutCredRetrieval process.

a description of the products to buy from Mj and a credential authorizing him to proceed
to checkout, including information necessary to apply marketing and antifraud tools.
During CheckoutCredRetrieval, Ci interacts pseudonymously with PS. The protocol starts by having the customer Ci send his pseudonym Pi . Then, PS retrieves the
information of how loyal Pi is (i.e., rk), whether (and how) Pi is eligible for promotion
(i.e., pr), and the deadline of the checkout-credential to be issued (i.e., dl), sending
back (rk, pr, dl) to Ci . Ci chooses a subset pr0 from the eligible promotions pr. Finally, Ci will have PS create a partially blind signature such that its common message is
(rk, pr0 , dl) and its blinded message is a commitment com to his membership key mki .
We stress that the private member key mki of the customer Ci links the pseudonym (i.e.,
Pi .% ← TS.Signmki (Pi .r)) and the blinded message (i.e., com ← Com(mki ; rcom )).
The customer is supposed to create a ZK-PoK φ showing this link. Upon successful
execution, the checkout-credential is set to τ . We use τ.rk, τ, pr, τ.dl, τ.com, τ.%
to denote the risk factor, promotion, deadline, commitment to the member key, and
the resulting blind signature respectively. Refer to Fig. 5 for pictorial description. A
checkout-credential issued with the process in Fig. 5 would be verified during checkout
using the VerifyCheckoutCred process, defined as follows:
VerifyCheckoutCredPKPS (τ ) : return PBS.VerpkPBS (τ.%, (τ.pr, τ.rk, τ.dl), τ.com)

Concurrently, Ci obtains through the Purchase process a product description of
the items he wants to buy. Note that this can be done just by having Ci browse Mj ’s
website using sender anonymous channels:
α ← Purchase[Ci , Mj ] : return product description from Mj ’s website

Finally, with both the product description α and the checkout-credential τ , Ci can
initiate the checkout phase.
Checkout. After receiving the checkout-credential τ and having obtained a product
description, Ci decides whether to perform an anonymous (IssueAnonCheckout) or
pseudonymous (IssueCheckout) checkout process. Let α be the product information
with the product name, merchant, etc.; also, let $ be the price of the product and let β be
the customer’s payment information containing a random number uniquely identifying
each transaction. The checkout process is formed as follows (refer to Fig. 6 for a detailed
description of the algorithms). Note that the information flow is equivalent to that in Fig.
2, but here we include additional cryptographic tokens.
Step 1: Client issues a checkout object. A customer Ci enters the checkout phase by
creating a checkout object co, executing Issue(Anon)Checkout using the checkoutcredential τ obtained during checkout-credential retrieval. In either procedure, Ci generates a traceable signature % on ($, encα , encβ ), where encα is an encryption of the
product information α, and encβ is an encryption of the payment information β, and $
is the price of the product. Then, Ci generates a ZK proof ψ showing that the checkoutcredential and the traceable signature (and the pseudonym for IssueCheckout) use the
same mki . In summary, we have co = ([Pi , ]τ, $, α, encα , encβ , %, ψ).
Step 2: Merchant processes checkout co. When Mj receives the checkout object co
(which includes the product information α in the clear, as well as encrypted), verifies it
with VerifyCheckout. If verification succeeds, Mj passes co to PS. Note that τ needs
to be checked for uniqueness to prevent replay attacks. However, a used credential τ
only needs to be stored up to τ.dl. It is also possible for Mj to include additional antifraud
information, like an Address Verification Service value10 (see [21]).
Step 3: PS issues a payment order po. On receiving co from Mj , PS verifies co, runs
IssuePmtOrder and issues a payment order po with the minimum information required
by FN for processing the payment that is, po = ($, encα , encβ , %).
Step 4-5: Payment confirmations. Given the payment order po, FN verifies it by running
VerifyPmtOrder. If the verification succeeds, FN processes the order and notifies PS
of the completion; PS in turn sends the confirmation back to Mj .
Step 6: Mj issues a receipt. Mj receives the confirmation from PS and runs IssueReceipt,
issuing rc, a signature on co. Finally, Ci verifies rc with VerifyReceipt.
Delivery. Once Ci receives rc, he can use it to prove in ZK that he actually payed for
some transaction co, and initiate additional processes, like having DC deliver the goods
through APOD [3]. This proof is obtained with the processes in Fig. 7. In the showing
process, if Ci received a receipt rc, he shows rc along with the corresponding checkout
object co; then, using his membership key mki , he claims ownership of a traceable
10

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Address_Verification_System.

co ← IssueCheckout(SKCi , τ, α, $, β):
Parse SKCi = (Pi , mki , rPi , pki , ski )
encα ← Encpki (α; rα )
encβ ← EncpkFN (β)
% ← TS.Signmki (($, encα , encβ ); rgs )
ψ ← ProveZK(x, w) with
x = (Pi , τ.com, $, α, encα , encβ , %)
w = (mki , rPi , rα , rcom , rgs )
such that
Pi .% = TS.Signmki (Pi .r; rPi )
encα = Encpki (α; rα )
τ.com = Com(mki ; rcom )
% = TS.Signmki (($, encα , encβ ); rgs )
co ← (Pi , τ, $, α, encα , encβ , %, ψ)
return co

co ← IssueAnonCheckout(SKCi , τ, α, $, β):
Parse SKCi = (Pi , mki , rPi , pki , ski )
encα ← Encpki (α; rα )
encβ ← EncpkFN (β)
% ← TS.Signmki (($, encα , encβ ); rgs )
ψ ← ProveZK(x, w) with
x = (τ.com, $, α, encα , encβ , %)
w = (mki , rα , rcom , rgs )
such that
encα = Encpki (α; rα )
τ.com = Com(mki ; rcom )
% = TS.Signmki (($, encα , encβ ); rgs )
co ← (τ, $, α, encα , encβ , %, ψ)
return co

>/⊥ ← VerifyCheckout(co):
po ← IssuePmtOrder(co):
Parse co into ([Pi , ]τ, $, α, encα , encβ , %, ψ)
VerifyCheckout(co)
VerifyCheckoutCredpkPS (τ )
If verification fails, return 0
Check if (τ.rk, τ.pr, τ.dl) is acceptable
Parse co into ([Pi , ]τ, $, α, encα , encβ , %, ψ)
Check if τ is unique within τ.dl
If Pi is present, update Pi ’s history
TS.VerpkG (($, encα , encβ ), %)
po ← ($, encα , encβ , %)
VerifyZK(([Pi , ]τ.com, $, α, encα , encβ , %), ψ)
return po
If all the checks above pass, return 1
Otherwise return 0

>/⊥ ← VerifyPmtOrder(SKFN , po):
Parse po into ($, encα , encβ , %)
TS.VerpkG (($, encα , encβ ), %)
β = DecskFN (encβ )
Check if β has not been used before
Check if TS.OpenskG (%) equals Ci in β
Verify the other billing info in β
If all the checks above pass, return 1
Otherwise return 0

rc ← IssueReceipt(SKMj , co):
rc ← SignskM (co)
j

return rc

>/⊥ ← VerifyReceipt(rc, co):
Find identity Mj from α in co
return SVerpkMj (co, rc)

Fig. 6: Checkout algorithms.

signature contained in co. Even if he did not receive a receipt, he can prove ownership
of % to FN (using ShowReceiptZK too). Since FN is semi-honest, Ci may ask FN to
cancel the associated payment (or force PS and Mj to reissue the receipt).
In order to interconnect with APOD, Ci proves Mj being the owner of rc (through
ShowReceiptZK). Then, Mj issues the credential cred required by APOD as in [3].
Note however that the incorporation of APOD incurs in additional costs and the need
for further cryptographic tokens for merchants (who could delegate this task to PS). A
less anonymous delivery method, but probably good enough for many contexts, could
be using Post Office boxes (or equivalent delivery methods) [20].
Completion. When Ci receives the goods, the completion phase may take place. In
this phase, Ci may leave feedback or initiate a claim, for which he needs to prove hav-

>/⊥ ← VerifyReceiptZK(rc, co, π):
π ← ShowReceiptZK(SKCi , rc, co):
Parse co = ([Pi , ]τ, $, α, encα , encβ , %, ψ) Parse co = ([Pi , ]τ, $, α, encα , encβ , %, ψ)
VerifyReceipt(rc, co)
π ← TS.Claimmki (%)
TS.ClaimVerpkG (π, %)
return π
If all the checks pass, return 1
Otherwise return 0

Fig. 7: Full system processes for claiming rc in Zero-Knowledge.
F ORMAL P RIVACY P ROPERTIES

I NFORMAL P RIVACY P ROPERTIES

Customer anonymity

Hide customer
identity

Transaction privacy
against FN

Hide product
information

Transaction privacy
against merchants and PS

Hide payment
information

Unlinkable checkout-credential
retrieval and checkout

Fig. 8: Mapping between informal properties in Section 3.1 and formal properties in this section.

ing purchased the associated items. For this purpose, Ci can again make use of the
ShowReceiptZK and VerifyReceiptZK processes, defined in Fig. 7.
4.3

Security

We assume that customers and merchants can act maliciously. PS is assumed to be semihonest during checkout-credential retrieval, but malicious otherwise. FN is semi-honest.
Here, for lack of space, we informally describe the security properties of our system.
We give formal security definitions and proofs in the full version [21].
Privacy. The system possesses the following privacy properties.
– Customer anonymity. If a customer executes the checkout process anonymously,
no coalition of merchants, PS, and other customers should be able to determine the
identity or pseudonym of the customer from the checkout process beyond what the
common message in the checkout credential reveals.
– Transaction privacy against merchants and PS. No coalition of merchants, PS and
other customers should be able to determine the payment information associated to
the checkout process.
– Transaction privacy against FN. The financial network FN should not be able to
determine the detail of a customer’s transaction beyond what is necessary, i.e., the
customer identity and the amount of payment; in particular, Mj ’s identity and the
product information should be hidden from FN.
– Unlinkable checkout-credential retrieval and checkout. If a customer runs an anonymous checkout, no coalition of merchants, PS, and other customers should be able
to link the customer or his pseudonym to the corresponding checkout-credential
retrieval procedure beyond what the common message in the credential reveals.
Note that this properties map to the properties in Section 3.1, with some additional
conditions (see Fig. 8 for a pictorial representation). It is also worth noting that there

are indirect connections between them. For instance, Transaction privacy against FN
and Transaction privacy against merchants and PS undoubtedly improves resistance
against differential privacy attacks aimed at deanonymizing customers (hence, affecting
the Customer anonymity). However, as stated in the conclusion, a detailed analysis of
these aspects is out of the scope of this work and is left for future work.
Robustness. The system also ensures the following robustness properties.
– Checkout-credential unforgeability. A customer should not be able to forge a valid
checkout-credential with a risk factor, promotions or deadline set by his own choice.
– Checkout unforgeability. When Ci receives a checkout-credential from PS, it cannot
be used by Cj (i 6= j) to create a valid co, even if they collude.
– Fraudulent transaction traceability. When Ci performs a fraudulent transaction, FN
and PS can trace the pseudonym used by Ci even if the transaction is anonymous.
– Receipt unforgeability. No coalition of customers, merchants (other than the target
Mj ), and PS should be able to forge a valid receipt that looks originating from Mj .
– Receipt claimability. For any valid receipt issued to an uncorrupted customer, no
other customer should succeed in claiming ownership of the receipt.
4.4

Outline of the methodology and experiments summary

We achieve a privacy-enhanced e-shopping system by applying the utility, privacy and
utility again methodology as follows:
– (Utility, privacy) Following [20], we first identify the core components of the existing e-shopping system as follows:
• The participating parties: users, merchants, payment systems, financial network, and delivery companies.
• The basic e-shopping processes: purchase, checkout, delivery, completion.
• Added-value tools: marketing and fraud prevention.
When applying the privacy-enhancing mechanisms, we minimize the modification
of these core functionalities. In particular, we change neither the participating parties nor the actual transaction flow. However, we add full anonymity at the cost of
marketing and fraud prevention tools.
– (Utility again) In this stage, we add the following important real-world features:
• Marketing tools such as targeted coupons.
• Fraud preventions measures, allowing to include unpayment risk estimations.
When providing these important utility features, we carefully relax privacy. In particular, each customer is associated with a pseudonym, and fraud prevention and
marketing tools are applied by aggregating certain pieces of transaction history
based on the pseudonym. Yet, we allow customers to act anonymously in each
transaction, ensuring privacy is not reduced beyond what this aggregation implies.
Finally, we have implemented a prototype of our system. Here, for lack of space,
we do not include a full report on our results, which will be made available in the full
version [21]. As as a summary, we point out that in an unoptimized version of our prototype, we achieve between 1-3 full-cycle purchases per second. For comparison, other

similar systems (e.g., Magento) report between 0.17 and 0.7 purchases per second11 .
Of course, it is important to note that we have simplified some parts of the process,
such as payments (simulated through a database modification). This, however, is likely
to be a relatively negligible operation within the overall process: e.g. VISA processed
141 billion transactions in 201612 , which makes roughly 4500 transactions per second.
Concerning the sizes of the groups of customers in the group signature schemes, we
note that this is a highly configurable aspect. For instance, groups can be set based on
geographies, based on sign up time, or any other heuristic. As for the impact on performance of the sizes of the groups, we refer to [19], which we have used to implement
our prototype and offers some raw statistics about the group sizes and throughput of the
main operations.

5

Conclusion

We have put forth our proposal for reaching a balance between privacy and utility in
e-shopping. This is a complex scenario, where the diverse set of functionalities required by the industry makes it hard to provide them in a privacy respectful manner
[20]. Moreover, the restriction of maintaining a similar system topology, limits the application of traditional privacy by design principles. With respect to the related work,
our proposal integrates all core components of e-shopping (purchase, checkout, delivery and completion) and the advanced functionality in industry systems (marketing and
fraud prevention). To the best of our knowledge this is an unsolved problem [20,40].
Note that our system provides a basic infrastructure for building privacy respectful
systems requiring user profiling. Specifically, users pseudonymously obtain customized
credentials based on their history, and then anonymously prove possession of those credentials unlinkably to the pseudonymous phase. We have also implemented a prototype
of our system, showing its practicability and low added costs. We refer to the full paper
for further details on experiments, formal security proofs and possible extensions [21].
Nevertheless, further work is necessary. We include aggregated antifraud and promotions information that is publicly accessible from the checkout-credential. Hence, an
open problem is reducing the impact of this leak for reidentification.
Finally, we used a “utility, privacy, and then utility again” methodology for designing our system. This strategy is can be applied to transition from policy to engineering
in privacy protection in already deployed systems [16]. In other words, our work contributes to build up the Business, Legal, and Technical framework [27] demanded to
reconcile economic interests, citizens’ rights, and users’ needs in today’s scenario.
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